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METALS UPDATE 
June 25, 2014 
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,312.00 -$11.00 from prior AM Fix LME Copper Stocks 156,825 tons -900 tons 
Gold Stocks 8.269 million ounces -4,807, Silver Stocks 176.311 million ounces +841,145  
 
A late day selloff in US markets Tuesday carried over into the overnight trade in Asia, with follow through 
weakness in China and Japan. Some of the downside action comes from an uptick in geopolitical risks in Iraq and 
Ukraine. This weighed on the Japanese Nikkei, with that index closing at a new five day low. China's Shanghai 
Composite was also negative, with added weakness coming on a steady stream of IPO's. The major European 
indices were in the red earlier this morning despite German GFK Consumer Confidence data that posted a new 7-
year high. Perhaps the latest uptick in geopolitical headwinds puts the damper on risk-taking sentiment. An added 
measure of concern comes into the market ahead of US economic data later this morning on first-quarter GDP 
that is expected to be revised lower to show a deeper contraction. Other data points of interest in the US this 
morning include durable goods and service-sector PMI.  
 
 
GOLD / SILVER 
 
After an early morning rally took prices up to a new 2-month high, gold lost upside momentum yesterday and then 
it fell more significantly overnight. While events in Iraq continued to provide gold with an underlying source of safe 
haven support and the situation in Iraq remains highly fluid, the safe haven bid seems to have faltered overnight. 
It did seem as if gold was benefiting from noted weakness in US equities yesterday but reports of softening 
physical demand overnight has also resulted in press coverage suggesting that investors and traders are balking 
at current price levels in the precious metals complex. In a somewhat supportive development there were 
predictions from the IMF overnight that Russia and Kazakhstan built gold reserves in May, but that news was 
more than countervailed by IMF reports that Germany reduced its gold reserves by 69,000 ounces. With gold 
derivative holdings declining by 49,950 ounces overnight and silver derivative holdings declining by 1,025,058 
ounces, one gets the impression that the June rally has effectively restrained investment demand. With positive 
US data yesterday serving to undermine gold and silver, the trade will be watching today's US durable goods 
results closely. Expectations for the Durable goods report call for an unchanged level and that might be expected 
to support precious metals prices. However, a more important revision on 1st quarter GDP (the 3rd revision) is 
also expected to weaken this morning and therefore the metals might be poised to respect the overnight lows and 
regain some ground off fresh flight to quality fears.  
 
 
PLATINUM  
 
The PGM sector continues to show choppy and two-sided trading as platinum and palladium posted solid gains 
during Tuesday's session and then gave ground overnight. Although the South African mining strike has come to 
an end and some workers are already showing up for work, it could take some time before the mines can produce 
product flow. While PGM prices have held together so far this week, the actual return to work has resulted in 
some liquidation pressure as a portion of the bull camp was still holding out for a last-minute derailment of the 
deal. While demand prospects have improved slightly over the last week, platinum and palladium need even more 
improvement in Chinese demand prospects to ride through the end of the strike without a return to the June spike 
lows.  
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TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Geopolitical uncertainty continues to surface from a number of fronts, the short term overbought condition of 
prices has caused buyers to step back. With at least two potentially important US data points this morning 
(durable goods & GDP) expected to show some weakness, we suspect that the early low of $1,305 in August gold 
and $20.76 in September silver, will hold and that prices will attempt a minor bounce. However, unless the Dollar 
slides below 80.25 again, or the US data causes a significant washout in US equities, gold and silver might find it 
difficult to rise above $1,320 and silver might find it difficult to rise above $21.09. Traders should go with a 
breakout of July Platinum out of a range defined as $1,477 on the upside and $1,449 on the downside. Critical 
support in September Palladium is seen down at $819.45, but pushed into the PGM markets today we favor the 
downside tilt.  
 
 
COPPER  
 
Positive vibes from China continue to underpin copper prices with the trade seemingly spinning slowing concerns 
from Chinese officials overnight, into fresh ideas of further RRR reductions. However, Shanghai copper prices 
were ultimately weaker overnight and the Dollar is showing some minor gains early and therefore copper prices 
look to enter the US trade with a measure of fundamental resistance hanging over the market. However, given 
decent U.S. numbers yesterday, copper was able to claw out a temporary higher high early this morning, but that 
action might give added credence to an active flow of US data later today. We still think copper needs some 
normal technical back-and-fill action in addition to positive US economic data to resume the upward tilt. Some 
bulls might even need to see energy prices retrench before they are willing to pay up for copper 10 or 11 cents off 
the June lows.  
 
Recent corrective setbacks in copper have been 200 points, 295 points and 175 points. From the high Monday to 
the low Tuesday, copper has already seen a 295 point slide and that in turn might make the $3.1255 to $3.1190 
level a more solid support zone or pivot point! Up-trend channel support comes in at $3.1025 today and that 
support rises to $3.1140 on Thursday.  
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